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Abstract
We replace the standard model scalar doublet by a doublet of
vector elds and generate masses by dynamical symmetry breaking.





) are heavy. In this note it is shown that the model has a low
momentum scale and above  ' 2 TeV it does not respect the per-





) mass is estimated as m
B
+  369GeV (m
B
0  410 GeV) at
 = 1 TeV.
Motivated by the fact that the Higgs is not yet seen, recently, we have
proposed a version of the standard model [1,2] making use of dynamical

























d; d 6= 0: (2)
1
Gauge boson and B
+;0






























;  > 0 (3)
with D

the usual covariant derivative in the standard model. Fermion
masses are also generated by (2) [2], as well as fermion and gauge eld cou-





. From low energy


















It has been shown that oblique radiative corrections can be suppressed
by choosing heavy B
+;0
bosons [2,3]. For instance, at a scale of  = 1 TeV,
for S
new





' 200 GeV. Furthermore, higher  allows higher minimum masses, but
 remains unrestricted even if the condensate (2) makes it plausible that
the momentum scale is a few TeV's. In the present note we apply tree{level
partial{wave unitarity to two-body scatterings of longitudinal gauge and B
bosons following the reasoning in ref. [4] where perturbative unitarity has
been employed for constraining the Higgs mass. We get that for scales   2
TeV partial-wave unitarity breaks down, and B masses are bounded from
below. The lower bound is increasing with growing . At  = 1 TeV the
best bounds we nd are m
+
 369 GeV m
0
 410 GeV. We remark that





up to masses of several hundred GeV's [5].
In the vector condensate model there exist many BB ! BB;V V ; BV !






, V = W

; Z. We consider them for
longitudinally polarized external particles and calculate the J=0 partial-wave
amplitudes, a
0







The trilinear interactions of Z;W

































































































The quartic interactions coming from (3) are self-couplings of B
+;0
and











































































































The processes mentioned above provide vastly dierent lower bounds on
m
+;0































 3 GeV. Similarly, weak bounds emerge from elastic B{V scat-







 256 GeV at  = 1 TeV. This is due to the fact
that this time the contact and B
0




The strongest lower bounds (200{400 GeV) are coming from B{B scat-
terings. Here the dominant contributions are derived from contact graphs.








, the contribution of the Z{exchange
graph to the lower bound of 317 GeV ( = 1 TeV ) is 4 GeV.






























































Applying the requirement of unitarity at the maximum possible energy  ,
we get
3















It follows that in this approximation the momentum scale cannot reach 2








are very close to (8) and they are in turn m
+
 332 GeV, 615 GeV, 960 GeV.
The above bounds imposed by the unitarity are similar to those obtained from
the S parameter: m
0
 400{550 GeV, m
+
 200{350 GeV at  = 1 TeV [3].
In conclusion, the vector condensate model cannot be renormalized per-
turbatively, its scattering amplitudes contain polynomials in s, so that partial{
wave unitarity provides a maximum energy. In tree{graph approximation this
is  ' 2 TeV. A rough interpretation of the condensate parameter d in (3)
with a B
0
{propagator yields  2.6 TeV.
At the same time, the B{particles must be heavy (see (8)) and B{masses
cannot be far from . Indeed, for  >> m
+;0
the S parameter becomes too
large, while the unitarity argument provides low masses and  below  =1
TeV.
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